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WITH VIRGINIA BLACK AND ROSANA ELKHATIB

231 BOWERY
F-ARCHITECTURE

[40.7221358,-73.9949589]

GSAPP INCUBATOR AT THE NEW INC

[40.7221358,-73.9949589]
A TEMPLE FRONT IN HTML

CODING THE CLASSICAL ORDERS
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FEMINIST ARCHITECTURE COLLABORATIVE
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WITH VIRGINIA BLACK AND ROSANA ELKHATIB

231 BOWERY
F-ARCHITECTURE
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FEMINIST ARCHITECTURE COLLABORATIVE

NEW YORK, NY

GSAPP INCUBATOR AT THE NEW INC

[40.7221358,-73.9949589]
A SALON OF THEIR OWN BROADCASTS WORK AMONG INHERITED OBJECTS
(EILEEN GRAY’S CHAIR + MIRROR, KAZUYO SEJIMA’S TABLE, GUNTA STÖLZL’S RUG)

f-architecture collaborative is
a three-woman architectural
research enterprise
aimed at disentangling the
contemporary spatial politics
and technological appearances
of bodies, intimately and
globally.

[40.7221358,-73.9949589]
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ANIMATED CONCEPT DRAWING

WITH NIKOLA PRINTZ

[X,X]

Salomé demands the head of Jochanaan. This staging of the
infamous SALOMÉ, a Strauss opera adapted from Wilde’s play,
is the result of a collaboration between an architect and an
opera singer, and two women reproducing the story of a woman
historically told by men. Nikola Printz performs the title
role in a production that features only Salomé, amidst an
environment that responds to her voice and actions. THE DANCE
OF THE SEVEN VEILS activates a set of constructed “veils,” a
responsive infrastructure between dress and theatre space,
where Salomé proceeds to demand and lament the object of her
affection, Jochanaan’s disembodied head: two expressions of
Salomé’s reconceived narrative and spatial agency. The veiled
architecture of the performance is sensing and sensual. It
is literally activated by the wiles of the Salomé’s body,
responsive to her portrayers mobility and voice. Actuated
by sound, particularly by the repeated leitmotifs used by
Strauss, the construction of the dress-set will expand, peel
away, and establish the space of the opera, a dually spatial
and sonic projection from one body.

EXPANDING SALOMÉ
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EXPANDING SALOME

JULY 2016

JULY 2016

SUBTEXXT

Not unexpectedly,
audience questions
immediately challenged
the structure of the
panel. An architect
from Egypt pipes up:
“I couldn’t help but
ask myself, as a woman
and a brown woman,
from the Arab Spring,
from a developing
country…” She asks why
the biennale and its
curator hadn’t called
upon other voices
from the broader
architectural public, those that might speak with more
specificity to the problems addressed here. “They
exist,” she said, so why not include them?
“Where are the women?” is a necessary refrain.
But its invocation here isn’t sufficient to probe
the problematic optics of Aravena alongside six
men, or alongside a white South African architect
testifying to spatial consequences of colonization
and apartheid. And it doesn’t help us to understand

ON REPORTERS AND FRONTS

The all-male panel
is just one symptom
of the insistence
that architects
speak on behalf
of slew of issues
whose stakeholders
remain outside the
typical purview of
architectural thinking
and patronage. Instead
of the picture of
eight white men on
a stage, it’s more
useful to look carefully at the way Reiche alone is
leveraged to embody architectural reportage, and
how the circulation of her image reinforces the
curatorial prerogative to account on behalf of [X]
without considering ones own power to do so. From this
vantage, REPORTING FROM THE FRONT appears less about the
things seen as matter of reportage, or how that seeing
is enabled by architectural ingenuity. Rather, the
exhibition affirms the architect as reporter and the
fronts he designates outside architecture.
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[45.429096, 12.357775]

“In his trip to South
America, Bruce
Chatwin encountered
an old lady walking in
the desert carrying
an aluminum ladder on
her shoulder.”

VENICE, ITALY

the notable absence of one of architecture’s own
troubled fronts from those nominated by Aravena
for our consideration: its historic and lingering
gender-based inequity. This is the tugging irony of
Aravena’s “outward-looking” Biennale, an event whose
most visible figure for “looking out” is a woman.
German-Peruvian archaeologist Maria Reiche serves as
the conceptual protagonist of this year’s Biennale,
Aravena’s lady-on-ladder. Symbolically, it’s Reiche
who announces Reporting from the Front, but those
actually afforded a voice are not the under-resourced
and under-represented
practitioners that
she is appointed to
represent, or that
her image is used to
inspire.

PUBLISHED BY SUBTEXXT

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

When architecture’s internet raised fury—or commenced
eye-rolling—over the all-male panel that inaugurated
the 15th Architecture Biennale in Venice, we found
ourselves confronting a familiar image. Norman
Foster, Rem Koolhaas and Andrew Makin were among
those invited to reflect on INFRASTRUCTURE with chief
curator Alejandro Aravena and Biennale President Paolo
Baratta. As part curatorial programming and part
biennale ceremony, the first “Meeting on Architecture”
revealed again that the prestige qualifying one to
speak on architecture’s main stage often coincides
with the speaker’s
other privileges,
namely their whiteness
and maleness.

MARIA REICHE LOOKING OUT AT BIENNALE FRONTS
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ARAVENA’S 2016 ARCHITECTURE BIENNALE

MAY 2016
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Bill McKibben
“Global Warming‚ Terrifying New Math,” Rolling Stone, July 19, 2012
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The Architecture of the Well-Tempered Environment
(London: The Architectural Press, 1969; repr. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984)
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The Martian Chronicles
(1950; repr., New York: Simon & Schuster, 2012)
4.1 x 0.8 x 6.8
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Eyal Weizman and Fazal Sheikh
The Conflict Shoreline: Colonialism as Climate Change in the Negev Desert
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Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2011)
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Fred Scharmen
“The High Frontier, the Megastructure and the Big Dumb Object,”
paper presented at the 101st ACSA Annual Meeting, San Francisco, 2013
8.5 x 0.1 x 11
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Jason W. Moore
Capitalism in the Web of Life
(New York: Verso, 2015)
6.1 x 1 x 9.3
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Richard Grusin, ed.
The Nonhuman Turn
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2015)
5.5 x 0.8 x 8.5
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The Mushroom at the End of the World: On the Possibility of Life in Capitalist Ruins
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2015)
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PLAN

JAMES STIRLING PAVILION, GIARDINI

FOOTNOTES ON CLIMATE

COLUMBIA BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE AND THE CITY

[45.429096, 12.357775]
A BIBLIOGRAPHY SUSPENDED, AN EXHIBITION AND READING ROOM FOR CLIMATES:
ARCHITECTURE AND THE PLANETARY IMAGINARY

WITH JAMES GRAHAM, CAITLIN BLANCHFIELD, ALISSA ANDERSON, JESSE SEEGERS

MAY 2016

MAY 2016
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[45.429096, 12.357775]

INSTALLATION PLAN

ANGLE MEMBER SPANNING BETWEEN BEAMS
[0.25IN/ 7MM WIDTH]
[TO BE SUPPLIED BY BIENNALE]

PRESS CLAMP HANGER

[MCMASTER CARR_#5326K17]

COMPRESSION SLEEVE

[0.04688 DIAM.]
[MCMASTER CARR_#3898T31]

VENICE, ITALY

JAMES STIRLING PAVILION, GIARDINI

FOOTNOTES ON CLIMATE

COLUMBIA BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE AND THE CITY

[45.429096, 12.357775]
BACKSIDES OF HANGING BOOKS, SEEN FROM OUTSIDE THE STIRLING PAVILION

WITH JAMES GRAHAM, CAITLIN BLANCHFIELD, ALISSA ANDERSON, JESSE SEEGERS

MAY 2016

FLOURESCENT NYLON CORD
[MCMASTER CARR_#2057T88]

CLEAR POLYCARBONATE TUBE
[0.25IN DIAM.]
[MCMASTER CARR_#2057T88]

DETAILED INSTALLATION ASSEMBLY (BOOK ACROBATICS)
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LA BIENNALE DI VENEZIA -- BIENNALE ARCHITETTURA

SPRING 2016

SPRING 2016

Several years into Syria’s civil war, Google Maps
continues to support an imaginary of efficient
transport by car or by foot on streets that are
to Google not only unnamed, but unaffected by
obstacles of war: a category that is materially
and experientially
distinct from otherwise
accounted-for variables
like construction or
traffic, but still
translatable to the
language of the
algorithm (as in, to
avoid).

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

To civilians who
remain in Aleppo, an
active urban war zone,
what possibilities
of escape can be
pursued?

WITH LAURA KURGAN

2014 SATELLITE IMAGE OF ALEPPO OVER ITS CITADEL SHOWING HEAVY URBAN DAMAGE

CONFLICT URBANISM: ALEPPO
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Google appears to be
the preferred platform
to catalog the “facts”
of refugee flight. And
it continues to produce
imaginaries of possible
movement even now, when
the UNHCR reports that
there is “no legal
route out” of Syria.
Due to the sustained
damage of shelling,
barrel bombs, air
strikes, as well as the
shifting control over
territory in and around
the city by various forces, Aleppo is not navigable
in the way that Google suggests. Still, the maps API
will conjure driving directions from a position in
east Aleppo to a site of reception at the northern
border with Turkey. While this trip appears to take
just over an hour, google warns you in the fine print
that “these directions are for planning purposes only.
You may find that construction projects, traffic,
weather, and other events may cause conditions to
differ from the map results, and you should plan

17

Identifying a possible
site of intervention
in this imaginary of
movement enabled by
Google’s algorithmic
path, this project
redeploys methods of
remote route planning
and attempts to see
both desired and
available lines of
flight: from points within Aleppo-under-seige to the
most immediate sites of reception or relative safety
outside the city or at the Turkish border. How might
the mechanisms that elicit potential movement--those
which are designed to provide the path of least
resistance from point A to point B--better engage with
the realities of war and not simply the efficiency,
but the necessity of flight?

ROUTING IMAGINARIES OF ESCAPE

[36.194579, 37.197156]

your trip accordingly. You must obey all signs and
notices regarding your route.” But as recent satellite
imagery reveals a remarkable absence of cars in Aleppo
satellites images, it’s unlikley that vehicular
transport remains an option for flight.

ALEPPO, SYRIA

THE CENTER FOR SPATIAL RESEARCH

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

As the situation in Syria has shifted over the course
of the civil war from government-sponsored violence
against civilians protesting in cities like Homs to
the current picture of a global refugee crisis now
pushing on the borders of Europe, critical attention
has drifted along extended avenues of escape and
humanitarian resources have organized around the
already displaced. This case study concerns the
immediate possibilities of flight from a seemingly
depopulated city of Aleppo, now a decisive front
of the ongoing conflict.To civilians who remain in
the city, an active
war zone, what
possibilities of escape
can be pursued?

SPRING 2016

SPRING 2016

ALGORITHMIC INTERVENTIONS (avoidWar)

WITH LAURA KURGAN

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

ALEPPO, SYRIA

[36.194579, 37.197156]

THE CENTER FOR SPATIAL RESEARCH

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]
ROUTING FLIGHT WITH THE GOOGLE MAPS API

CONFLICT URBANISM: ALEPPO
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ROUTING IMAGINARIES OF ESCAPE

SPRING 2016
THE CENTER FOR SPATIAL RESEARCH

PATHS THROUGH TERRITORIES OF RISK

WITH LAURA KURGAN

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

ALEPPO, SYRIA

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

MAPPING THREE MONTHS OF CASUALTIES FROM THE VIOLATIONS DATA CENTER IN SYRIA

[36.194579, 37.197156]

SPRING 2016

CONFLICT URBANISM: ALEPPO
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ROUTING IMAGINARIES OF ESCAPE

SPRING 2016
THE CENTER FOR SPATIAL RESEARCH

A DESTINATION IN RELATIVE SAFETY

WITH LAURA KURGAN

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

ALEPPO, SYRIA

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

DRONE-LEVEL FLIGHT PATHS

[36.194579, 37.197156]

SPRING 2016

CONFLICT URBANISM: ALEPPO
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ROUTING IMAGINARIES OF ESCAPE

2015-2016

WITH LAURA KURGAN

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

A LANDING PAGE FOR C-A-R-TRIP.US, A POINT OF DEPARTURE

C-A-R-TRIP.US
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DETENTION AT AND BEYOND THE BORDER

NEW YORK, NY

THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE (MS.CCCP)

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

C-A-R-TRIP is a research project that mobilizes the
methodology of the road trip to see a complex administrative
landscape of migrant apprehension and detention along the
United States-Mexico border. In moving along the routes which
connect national border to federal detention faciity, the
car trip exposes-by-encountering the discontinuous national
apparatus that polices movement through a much more extensive
border territory than is indicated by a line on a map.
C-A-R-TRIP.US performs as an interface for navigation, not
only of carceral space, but of the system that produces it.

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

2015-2016

2015-2016

2015-2016

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

NEW YORK, NY

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE (MS.CCCP)

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]
A MAPPING INTERFACE FOR THE DETENTION APPARATUS

WITH LAURA KURGAN

NAVIGATION BY ORGANIZATIONS IN AN ADMINISTRATIVE NETWORK

C-A-R-TRIP.US
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DETENTION AT AND BEYOND THE BORDER

2015-2016

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
WITH LAURA KURGAN
C-A-R-TRIP.US
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The roadtrip is itself a figure of nostalgic and
unbounded American freedom, and as a methodology for
architectural fieldwork, even in the media space of
Google’s boundless and
flattened Earth(c), I
encounter as a body and
a velocity the security
apparatus embedded
in the driveable
infrastructure of this
territory. This is the
same apparatus which
submits migrant bodies
to detention via the
distribution of many
internal, off-border
checkpoints, special
economic development
zones for prison
contracts, the offhighway hotel complexes
serving border tourists
and detention visitors
alike, overlapping
ICE areas of responsibility and US border patrol
CBP sectors, stretches of state roads surveilled by
military drones and tethered aerostat radar systems,
and so on. It’s a landscape designed at the level of
the government, but textured and performed in remote
yet well-trafficked spaces and on the bodies who move
through those spaces.
But CAR also refers more particularly to the object
of study. C-A-R, or the Criminal Alien Requirement,

29

is a program operated jointly through the Department
of Homeland Security DHS and the Department of
Justice DOJ, originating as a correspondence between
Immigration and Customs Enforcement ICE detention
and removal operations ERO and the management of
federal criminals within the Bureau of Prisons BOP.
Until recently, it consisted of 15 low-security
prisons exclusively housing non-citizen populations
convicted of criminal and immigration offenses. All
of these facilities--9 of which are locaed in border
states with 5 in TEXAS alone--are contracted to
private prison firms,
and in fact the only
facilities in BOP
custody which are
wholly contracted are
those with non-citizen
populations. All of
these inmates will face
deportation at the end
of their sentences,
prolonging the already
months- or years-long
period migrants will
spend in pre-trial
detention under ICE.
The administrative
landscape of the
detention apparatus,
is figured by its
appearances on the
road. Highway infrastructure serves and delimits the
logistics of prisoner transport and lines of crossborder flight, and it additionally scenes nostalgic
american travel and contemporary domestic tourism. The
policing of citizenship is something that organizes
most travel, commercial or recreational, in this
particular territory. All of these flows accumulate as
traffic at interior checkpoints on major interstates
where their drivers are instructed to not pick up
hitchhikers (warning, prison in area).

DETENTION AT AND BEYOND THE BORDER

NEW YORK, NY

THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE (MS.CCCP)

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]
IDENTIFYING CARCERAL SITES

CARTRIP is a tour through the Southern US borderand,
on the road and in streetview: a way to see and
encounter the security and detention infrastructure
which defines the borderland as a territory of
transnational mobility and one in which movement is
disciplined by the state administration of procedural
delay.

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

2015-2016

2015-2016

2015-2016

WITH LAURA KURGAN

EL PASO BORDER PATROL SECTOR

FROM EL PASO’S CBP -SECURED BORDER TO THE ICE PROCESSING CENTER FOR THE EL
PASO “AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY”

C-A-R-TRIP.US
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DETENTION AT AND BEYOND THE BORDER

EL PASO, TX TO ALAMOGORDO, NM

[31.871232,-106.445072]-[32.865771,-105.969495]

THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE (MS.CCCP)

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

US BORDER PATROL APPEARS ENROUTE IN STREETVIEW

2015-2016

2015-2016

OTERO COUNTY PRISON FACILITY DOC HOUSES ICE DETAINEES VIA AN
INTERGOVERNMENTAL SERVICE AGREEMENT (IGSA) EVEN AS IT SITS ACROSS US-54
FROM AN ICE PROCESSING CENTER

WITH LAURA KURGAN

OTERO COUNTY PRISON FACILITY

CHAPARRAL, NM

[32.0681568,-106.299578]

THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE (MS.CCCP)

[32.0681568,-106.299578]

STREETVIEWS AT THE INTERSECTION BETWEEN TWO FACILITIES

C-A-R-TRIP.US
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DETENTION AT AND BEYOND THE BORDER

2015-2016

The Nakamoto Group, Inc.
Detention Facility Inspection Form Facilities Used Over 72 hours

A. Type of Facility Reviewed
ICE Service Processing Center
ICE Contract Detention Facility
ICE Intergovernmental Service Agreement

Estimated Man-days Per Year:
50,500
G. Accreditation Certificates
List all State or National Accreditation[s] received:
American Correctional Association (ACA), Correctional
Education Association (CEA)
Check box if facility has no accreditation[s]

B. Current Inspection
Type of Inspection

Field Office

HQ Inspection

Date[s] of Facility Review

11/14/2012 - 11/16/2012

C. Previous/Most Recent Facility Review
Date[s] of Last Facility Review

Unknown

Previous Rating

Superior

Good

Acceptable

Deficient

At-Risk

D. Name and Location of Facility
Name

Otero County Prison Facility
Address (Street and Name)

10 McGregor Range Road
City, State and Zip Code

Chaparral, NM 88081
County

Otero

Name and Title of Chief Executive Officer (Warden/OIC/Supt.)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(c)

Telephone # (Include Area Code)

575-824
824
(b)(6), (b)(7)(c)
El Paso, Texas

Distance from Field Office

20 miles

E. ICE Information
Name of Inspector (Last Name, Title and Duty Station)
/ Nakamoto Group
Name of Team Member / Title / Duty Location
(b)(6), (b)(7)(c)
Medical SME / Nakamoto Group
Name of Team Member / Title / Duty Location
Safety/Food Service SME / Nakamoto Group
(b)(6), (b)(7)(c)
Name of Team Member / Title / Duty Location
(b)(6), (b)(7)(c) Security SME / Nakamoto Group
Name of Team Member / Title / Duty Location
/
/
/ LCI
(b)(6), (b)(7)(c)

F. CDF/IGSA Information Only
Contract Number
Date of Contract or IGSA
5104-0064
Oct. 28, 2011
Basic Rates per Man-Day
$61.85
Other Charges: (If None, Indicate N/A)
Guard/transportation hourly: $17.00

ZOOMED IN TO THE MTC-RUN STATE PRISON COMPLEX

I. Facility History
Date Built
October 2003
Date Last Remodeled or Upgraded
October 2005
Date New Construction / Bed space Added
2005
Future Construction Planned
Yes
No Date: N/A
Current Bed space
Future Bed space (# New Beds only)
Number: N/A Date: N/A
1,358
J. Total Facility Population
Total Facility Intake for previous 12 months
36,300
Total ICE Man-days for Previous 12 months
50,500
K. Classification Level (ICE SPCs and CDFs Only)
L-1
L-2
L-3
Adult Male
N/A
N/A
N/A
Adult Female
N/A
N/A
N/A
L. Facility Capacity
Rated
Adult Male
1,178
Adult Female
180

Operational
1,195
188

Emergency
1,395
238

Facility holds Juveniles Offenders 16 and older as Adults

M. Average Daily Population
ICE
Adult Male
89
Adult Female
0
N. Facility Staffing Level
Security:

USMS
637
120

Other
38
4

Support:

(b)(7)(e)

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE)

Form G-324A SIS (Rev. 7/9/07)
ICE 2012FOIA03030.010552

OTERO COUNTY PRISON FACILITY IGSA

WITH LAURA KURGAN

OTERO COUNTY PRISON FACILITY

Field Office / Sub-Office (List Office with oversight responsibilities)

H. Problems / Complaints (Copies must be attached)
The Facility is under Court Order or Class Action Finding
Court Order
Class Action Order
The Facility has Significant Litigation Pending
Major Litigation
Life/Safety Issues
Check if None.

C-A-R-TRIP.US
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DETENTION AT AND BEYOND THE BORDER

CHAPARRAL, NM

THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE (MS.CCCP)

[32.0681568,-106.299578]

Department Of Homeland Security
Immigration and Customs Enforcement

[32.0681568,-106.299578]

2015-2016

Name and Title of Chief Executive Officer (Warden/OIC/Supt.)

2015-2016

Telephone # (Include Area Code)

OTERO COUNTY PRISON FACILITY

An additional federal mandate, what is referred to
as the bed quota, was established in a 2009 DHS
appropriations bill, and following a 2004 measure to
increase total bedspace by 8,000 annually through
2010, it requires ICE to maintain 34,000 detention
beds on any given day. The controversial and seemingly
arbitrary number, had decreased to 30,539 for the 2015
fiscal year, but in the current DHS budget, a bill (HR
3128) sponsored by TX congressman John Carter, returns
this figure to an even 34,000. Not incidentally, the
congressman’s district, which includes a dedicated
CCA-operated ICE detention center northeast of Austin,
stands to benefit.
Legislators argue that the bed quota compels DHS
agents simply and straightforwardly to “enforce
the law,” which does not explicitly require that
those beds be filled. The agency, however, has
interpreted the law in exactly that way, according
to a congressional testimony given by former ICE

C-A-R-TRIP.US

Operational discretion aside, the filled bed is
always implied, if only because the empty bed, the
empty cell is not funded. The bed only displaces the
actual contracted unit, the “unit-price” that appears
redacted on many FOIA-requested IGSAs, not because it
quantifies (quite inconsistently) the value of a human
subject (or at least their official accommodation),
but because it might disclose “trade secrets and
commercial or financial information obtained from
a person [that is] privileged or confidential,”
according to the B(4) FOIA exemption definition. The
empty bed, without its own negotiable or competitive
unit price, is, financed at a debt to the local
governments hosting the prison, the detention center,
or the “residential center,” but has no revenue
potential if it hosts no detainable body.
Discourses surrounding the detention bed, particularly
those embedded in and between legal documents, are
meant to displace the person for whom that bed is
provided. We see this in a change in the language
of the unit price in more recent documents. The
man-day, which invokes the prisoner directly (as in
a 2007 audit for Central Texas Detention Facility),
is exchanged for the bed-day (in a 2015 contract
solicitation for the El Paso Service Processing
Center) which reformulates the fundable relationship
between bodies, duration of detention, and the space
in beds made available for their stay.
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Field Office / Sub-Office (List Office with oversight responsibilities)

El Paso, Texas

Distance from Field Office

20 miles

J. Total Facility Population
Total Facility Intake for previou
36,300
Total ICE Man-days for Previou
50,500

E. ICE Information
Name of Inspector (Last Name, Title and Duty Station)
/ LCI / Nakamoto Group
Name of Team Member / Title / Duty Location
Medical SME / Nakamoto Group
Name of Team Member / Title / Duty Location
Safety/Food Service SME / Nakamoto Group
Name of Team Member / Title / Duty Location
Security SME / Nakamoto Group
Name of Team Member / Title / Duty Location
/
/

K. Classification Level (ICE
L-1
Adult Male
N/A
Adult Female
N/A

F. CDF/IGSA Information Only
Contract Number
Date of Contract or IGSA
5104-0064
Oct. 28, 2011
Basic Rates per Man-Day
$61.85
Other Charges: (If None, Indicate N/A)
Guard/transportation hourly: $17.00

M. Average Daily Population
ICE
Adult Male
89
Adult Female
0

OTERO COUNTY’S MAN-DAY RATE

[32.0681568,-106.299578]

director John Morton. Another TX representative,
John Culberson, confirms the mandate from his post
on the congressional appropriations committee: “The
law is mandatory. This isn’t optional, it’s not
discretionary. There’s no prosecutorial discretion on
the part of a police officer or detention folks as to
whether or not you’re going to fill 34,000 beds. You
shall fill 34,000 beds.”

575-824

L. Facility Capacity
Rated
Adult Male
1,178
Adult Female
180

Facility holds Juveniles Offen

N. Facility Staffing Level
Security:

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIV
Form

ICE

WITH LAURA KURGAN

[32.0681568,-106.299578]

Through federally awarded contracts with private
prison firms and intergovernmental service agreements
with county jails, the quantity and duration of
criminal alien sentences--or days spent in pre-trial
administrative detention--directly support both the
economies of rural “prison towns” and the global
corrections market. Specifically, these documents
finance the filled bed--that is, the migrant body in
waiting--with a daily rate appropriated by DHS as an
expense of detainee housing and care. These rates are
nonetheless aggregated by contractors like MTC, CCA,
Geo Group and their host counties as capital--and,
as long as DHS pursues a mandate to deport 400,000
migrants annually--as futures.

THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE (MS.CCCP)

The law which writes the non-citizen as both alien and
criminal, also appropriates funding which constructs
them as units of federal spending, as “man-days”: a
value of bodies-in-time, accounted for in the federal
contract that finances their detention, and accrued
over the longest duration of their incarceration.

Future B
Number

CHAPARRAL, NM

2015-2016

Current Bed space
1,358
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“Which is yours?”
“Hebbronville?”

“US citizens?”
“No, we’re going to Raymondville.”
“Yes” and “Yep”
“All right.” He doesn’t seem to know what to say.
He starts to wave us on, but I say,
“Wait, can I ask a question? We’ve stopped at a couple
of these checkpoints now, where we’ve been asked
this question. What happens to people who are not US
citizens?”

I take that as another cue to leave. “Okay. Thank
you.”

[27.2829664,-98.6945283]

The one constant
methodological unit at
the center of these
coordinated movements
through carceral
timespace is of course
the individual migrant
body: the target of
recognition (a skin
color or accent or
biometric record that
betrays a non-national
identity), the spatial
measure for provision
detention architectures
(quantified in federal
budgets and legislation
as individual beds), and the financed unit-price in
the language of the contract (as “man-days”). The
undocumented body is never positively identified by
any of these methods, nor can she declare herself
an I against or amidst this identification. Within
each of these frames, she is rendered non-citizen-or “illegal” or “alien” or “criminal” or “asylum
seeker” or “inmate”--she is an unknown quantity to be
recognized and territorialized but never nationalized
by the apparatus.

At a checkpoint in Hebbronville, TX, a border patrol
agent asks:

“If they’re not US
citizens?”
“Yeah.”
“Well, we detain them
here, and we process
them accordingly.”
“Okay. Where do they
go?”

HEBBRONVILLE, TX

be metabolized and formalized in the annual federal
appropriations to DHS as the amount itself ($38.332
billion for FY2015) or in attached legislative
mandates for more detention space. A mandate to
provide more detention beds then produces an array of
new contracts with their own periods of solicitation,
bidding, and operation, and then cycles of review
and renewal, with durations that may be out of sync
with newly issued detention standards or beyond the
statute of limitations requiring the adoption of those
standards. It is a landscape continuously shifting and
reconstituting itself
at different speeds and
at different scales.

“We deport them back to
their country.”
“Okay.”
“So where are y’all
from?”
“We’re coming from California, we’re from New York.”

WITH LAURA KURGAN

US CUSTOMS AND BORDER PARTROL CHECKPOINT

These kinds of procedural operations additionally
occur within a contextual timeline which registers
shifts in policy and rhetoric around immigration.
Political discourse becomes legislative discourse to

THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF SCIENCE (MS.CCCP)

[32.202490, -112.759164]

Regardless of citizenship, movements through this
security territory are apprehended and disciplined
by mechanisms of delay, where detention is just one
expression of state-administered delay. The designed
infrastructures and protocols which might hold
undocumented bodies for 60 days before they can appear
before a federal immigration court, or that puts those
bodies onto planes or buses for hours-long trips to
other detention facilities, is also responsible for
producing an hour of traffic at permanent border
patrol checkpoints, which announces itself miles
ahead, incrementally
decreasing the speed of
the highway from 70 to
0 miles per hour. The
checkpoint interaction
may last the duration
of the answer to
“of what country
are you a citizen?”
unless an accented
response or a refusal
to respond qualifies
the suspect for
secondary inspection,
another 20 minutes.
The same mechanisms
slow visitors of the
detained into extended
screening processes
both at the detention
center and in weekslong background checks before they are allowed to
spend some amount of the official visiting hours with
the detained migrant, to say nothing of the time spent
on hold with facility employees to find out what those
hours are.

“And you are visiting family over here?” he asks
before I finish answering.
“We’re visiting detention centers.”
“Are you going to ours right now?”
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[40.8082895,-73.9631616]
NEW YORK, NY

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

PLEASE LOOK HERE

FOR AFTER BELONGING: ARCHITECTURES OF RESIDENCE FOR A LIFE IN TRANSIT

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]
PROMOTIONAL VIDEO STILL, MORPHO BY SAFRAN IRIS-AT-A-DISTANCE

WITH IGNACIO G. GALÁN, CARLOS MÍNGUEZ CARRASCO AND ALEJANDRA NAVARRETE LLOPIS

FALL 2015

IRIS-AT-A-DISTANCE, REMODELED
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FALL 2015

PLEASE LOOK HERE

[1] RONALD DAY, INDEXING
IT ALL: THE SUBJECT IN THE
AGE OF DOCUMENTATION, INFORMATION, AND DATA (CAMBRIDGE, MA:
MIT PRESS, 2014)
[2] THE DIVIDUAL IS INTRODUCED IN DELEUZE’S “POSTSCRIPT ON
SOCIETIES OF CONTROL” AS A SUBJECT OF MODULATION, COMPOSED OF
ITS RELATIONS AND AFFILIATIONS TO OTHER ENTITIES. AS OPPOSED
TO THE FIXED SUBJECT OF FOUCAULDIAN DISCIPLINARY SOCIETY,
THE DIVIDUAL, OR “MAN OF CONTROL” IS “UNDULATORY, IN ORBIT,
IN A CONTINUOUS NETWORK.”
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[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

Imagine better
belonging through
data, as data, as data
which is also equally
your body.

NEW YORK, NY

Here, visisble traces of oneself on cameras, through
scanners, on GPS, and in the “soft biometrics”
acknowledged at other digital entry points assemble
a truly present self, one which participates more
fully in the technologized apparatus of global,
neoliberal exchange.
And the goal is the
ease of exchange, the
efficiency and speed
of ones movement,
not hindered, but
enabled by intensified
security. Part of this
ease is attributed to
the totally neutral
implementation of the
scanner, that the
seeing technology is
itself unfelt or
invisible to the
scanned. Please look
here, but not too
closely.

WITH IGNACIO G. GALÁN, CARLOS MÍNGUEZ CARRASCO AND ALEJANDRA NAVARRETE LLOPIS

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

That data produced by
individuals “belongs”
to those individuals
and resembles property
is a waning prospect.
Instead, we can
identify and refer to
both individuals and
collectives as their
data proxies (black
twitter, @gabbyprintz,
C003697929, O+), and
in meaningful ways.
This condition is
revealed most acutely
through the biometric
identity document,
where the body, rather than the possessable, yet
precarious object of the paper identity document, is
recognized as a form of data which constructs as it
verifies subjects of national citizenship or noncitizenship. With national belonging as an attribute
which qualifies bodily data, and inversely, as the
body and its data becomes a register ones citizenship,
the sites in which the body is recognized and cached
institute new residencies and new subjects of
residency.

The dividual self, as an accumulation of records
circulated and archived in places which coincide with
its bodily path, is conjured through its appearances;
namely events of official or mandatory appearance to a
governing apparatus.2

FOR AFTER BELONGING: ARCHITECTURES OF RESIDENCE FOR A LIFE IN TRANSIT

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

An actor for MORPHO by Safran walks through a CGI
airport and asks the promo-viewer to “imagine:
easier, faster, better border control.” Imagine
better belonging through data, as data, as data
which is also equally your body. Just imagine this
mode of bodily recognition, which has already seen
its global deployment. Belonging as data is to be
considered an age in which one doesn’t simply have
documents, rather, subjects performed within the
contemporary political economy increasingly are
documents, made transmissible and indexable, such that
they we are always
archived elsewhere as
Databodies.1

SELF-RECOGNITION
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[25.2531745,55.3656728]
DUBAI, UAE

DUBAI, UAE
PLEASE LOOK HERE

FOR AFTER BELONGING: ARCHITECTURES OF RESIDENCE FOR A LIFE IN TRANSIT

[25.2531745,55.3656728]
MORPHOWAY E-BORDER GATE (A PROPRIETARY DEVICE AND AN INTERNATIONAL BORDER)

WITH IGNACIO G. GALÁN, CARLOS MÍNGUEZ CARRASCO AND ALEJANDRA NAVARRETE LLOPIS

FALL 2015

GLOBAL PASSAGE AT THE THRESHOLD OF THE SCANNER
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visitors, who proliferate new biometric records by
simply crossing this border condition.
Dubai is also the base of operations for the airline
Emirates, which is the largest international carrier
by volume of passengers and one of the largest
by number of “destinations.” Locales marketed
as potential lines of flight for the privileged
UAE traveler are rendered inversely by the UAE’s
biometrics program as sources of bodily accumulation:
databodies in waiting that will aggregate upon arrival
inside the national
database. Arriving in
the UAE for any amount
of time is to establish
an indefinite residency
there, as a databody.

Please look here. If
you don’t, you might
not even register
what threshold you’ve
passed, where you are
now, or where you
will remain.

One such elsewhere
is the Dubai
International Airport
and the United
Arab Emirates at
large, where, in
collaboration with
digital identity
leader MORPHO, the UAE
Ministry of Interior
has implemented one of
the largest national
biometrics programs. There, iris recognition, regarded
in the identity recognition industry as the most
accurate form of body scanning and most stable tissue
from which to extract information, is administered
to all UAE citizens and residents through a national
program/publicly owned company called eIMASS, or
Electronic Identity Management and Security Solutions.
Scanning infrastructure at Dubai’s international
e-border processes these already archived nationals
against a database of known expellees as well as

47

Shown here is a
refabrication of
MORPHO’s Iris-at-aDistance scanner,
part of the MORPHOWAY
security gate. The
digital and physical
model broadcasts the
form of conspicous
recognition to which
bodies in transit
are subject, and
denaturalizes the
polite security
aesthetic of the e-border. The biometric international
gate--with its cameras hidden under reflective
surfaces--is the architecture which declares
jurisdictional discontinuities in global space,
but its legibility amounts to the procedures and
architectures which render you visible. “Please look
here.” If you don’t, you might not even register what
threshold you’ve passed, where you are now, or where
you will remain.

SEEING BELONGING IN THE AGE OF THE DATABODY

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

HERE the body is asserted as the site and the currency
of belonging, and not just as evidence of belonging
elsewhere. As assemblages of associated data (which
include the physical material of our bodies), we
belong to networks which are not abstract forces
invading architecture, territories and material
objects in the world, but are themselves artifacts of
territory, particularly as architectures which mediate
between national territories. These architectures
include not only the infrastructure for scanning, but
also the national (and corporate) databases wherein
your inclusion as
data is not suddenly
deterritorialized,
but renationalized
and adjudicated by
national—laws which
regulate and secure
data, in this case.

NEW YORK, NY

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

PLEASE LOOK HERE

FOR AFTER BELONGING: ARCHITECTURES OF RESIDENCE FOR A LIFE IN TRANSIT
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REFUGEES RESIST AND KENYAN VOTERS OPT IN TO BIO-IDENTIFICATION BY MORPHO

WITH IGNACIO G. GALÁN, CARLOS MÍNGUEZ CARRASCO AND ALEJANDRA NAVARRETE LLOPIS

FALL 2015

FALL 2015
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[40.8082895,-73.9631616]
NEW YORK, NY

EDITED WITH AMALE ANDRAOS, NORA AKAWI, CAITLIN BLANCHFIELD

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
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COLUMBIA BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE AND THE CITY

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]
THE ARAB CITY

TRACKED CHANGES, INTERVIEW WITH ALI MANGERA AND AMALE ANDRAOS

49

ARCHITECTURE AND REPRESENTATION

AVERY HALL MEZZANINE

READING ROOM
51
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GSAPP BOOKS

NEW YORK, NY

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]
COLUMBIA BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE AND THE CITY

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

WITH JAMES GRAHAM AND DOUGLAS COUPLAND

OCT 2015
OCT 2015

OCT 2015
COLUMBIA BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE AND THE CITY

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]
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13.00

17.00

15.00

NEW YORK, NY

WITH JAMES GRAHAM AND DOUGLAS COUPLAND

AVERY HALL MEZZANINE
GSAPP BOOKS

11.00

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

OCT 2015

GSAPPBOOKS ARCHIVAL SYSTEM, SOUTH WALL ELEVATION

53

AVERY 300_GSAPP BOOKS ARCHIVE + READING ROOM
SOUTH WALL INSTALLATION

READING ROOM

SUMMER 2015
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[40.8082895,-73.9631616]
NEW YORK, NY

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
ANGELO BUCCI

COLUMBIA BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE AND THE CITY

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

EDITED WITH ANGELO BUCCI, KENNETH FRAMPTON, JAMES GRAHAM, CAITLIN BLANCHFIELD

SUMMER 2015

TRACKED CHANGES, THE DISSOLUTION OF BUILDINGS BY ANGELO BUCCI
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THE DISSOLUTION OF BUILDINGS
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duction of discourse in
terface with networked
he often closed, formalof academic lectures,
dialogic formations into
h might better reveal the
is decomposed into its
awn to challenge its leer identied trigger words
that redistribute discurng theory.

Using a loaded text file, the script will mine the text for keywords, hardcoded or entered by a user. As text populates
the screen, words and phrases, decomposed into their vertices (using the geomerative library) and redrawn as animate

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

This project attempts to map the production of discourse in
real time and in ways that better interface with networked
forms of disourse online. Infiltrating the often closed,
formalized, and ephemeral circumstances of academic lectures,
it reconfigures these narrative or dialogic formations into
spatial discursive assemblages, which might better reveal the
priorities of the speaker(s). The text is decomposed into its
component points, and lines are redrawn to challenge its legitibility and reveal new legibilities. User identied trigger
words pull key concepts from a loaded text that redistribute
discursive lines, reconfiguring and reprioritizing theory.

omposition, rhizome

PROCESSING
VISUALIZATION
Figure
2: SCRIPT
Grasshopper-generated
visualization.

traces of the original text will overpopulate triggered words
with points, creating a density of lines to their position in the
rendered text.

2 Mediating Discourse
The mode of visualization takes cues from two distinct yet
related sources. Namely, the depiction of the rhizome in Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus by composer Sylvano Bussoti. The rhizome
as the “ceaseSEARCH is characterized
56
lessly established connections between semiotic chains,

WITH MARK COLLINS, TORU HASEGAWA

mplement a speech to
in recorded lectures or
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DISCURSIVE FORMATIONS

NEW YORK, NY

1 Introduction

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

GSAPP VISUAL STUDIES

ve Formations

SPRING 2015

SPRING 2015
GSAPP RESEARCH INITIATIVE
PUTIN AND MARILYN DRAG BY ARTIST AND KANDINSKY PRIZE WINNER, VLAD MONROE

WITH MARK WASIUTA

INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL FOUNDATION BREUS

MOSCOW, RUSSIA

[55.743176, 37.614063]

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]
THE ONLY PIECE OF ART IN THE UDARNIK, ABOVE SHALVA BREUS’ BOARDROOM CHAIR

COLLECTING ARCHITECTURE TERRITORIES

58
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UDARNIK IN DRAG

SPRING 2015

actually refers to the heroic, hyper-productive
worker who would have figured prominently in this
social scene), its many post-Soviet, profit-making
programmatic guises (a casino, a car dealership, a
grocery store), and finally as a property near to the
center of power (you can’t go on the roof without
notifying the Kremlin), these multiple figurations are
apprehended all at once by the Breus Foundation, and
its President, collector Shalva Breus. Breus is quoted
in one of his own press releases announcing the first
Kandinsky Prize exhibition at the Udarnik in 2012:

SHALVA BREUS AND HIS WIFE STAND IN FRONT OF THE UDARNIK’S IMAGE, ON THE
UDARNIK’S MAIN STAGE

WITH MARK WASIUTA

INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL FOUNDATION BREUS

Over the last twenty years we’ve
lived through a communism we
never believed in, democracy
and defaults and mafia state and
oligarchy, and we’ve realized
they are illusions, that everything
is PR. “Everything is PR” has
become the favorite phrase of the
new Russia.

COLLECTING ARCHITECTURE TERRITORIES
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The figure of the Udarnik—not only the fact of
the building, but its image and identity—has been
amplified since the Breus Foundation occupied the
site under a six-year lease with the city in 2012.
The Udarnik’s multiple valences as a Soviet cultural
artifact and a stop on an open-air bus tour, a
historic site of discourse and entertainment for the
early Soviet-era factory worker (the name Udarnik

61

Unfortunately, Udarnik
for quite a long while
had been removed from
the artistic life of
Moscow,” says the
chairman of the board
of trustees of the
Kandinsky Prize Shalva
Breus. “Today, muses
return to Udarnik.
Moscow is gaining a new
site, soon to become an
important part of the
cultural landscape of
the capital.3

The press release,
the primary space for
Breus Foundation’s
official narrative,
is a space of identity construction—a form of and
stage for Breus’ drag—and it is deployed in pdf and
html for both Russian and English-speaking audiences.
It allows the foundation to articulate and formalize
its shifting identity, without consistency. That way,
Breus can absorb both national political and economic
klout as well as the the currency of international
expertise and attention under the terms of a Putinsigned cultural policy that objects to non-Russian
content or posturing.

-- PETER POMERANTSEV

UDARNIK IN DRAG

MOSCOW, RUSSIA

GSAPP RESEARCH INITIATIVE

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

The International Cultural Foundation BREUS is
establishing a new territory for contemporary art and
for itself in the Russian Federation’s capital city.
This territorialization of cultural space and identity
is forged largely by appearance and appropriation,
and less by the exchange of economic capital for
culturally-relevant property (although money plays
large and visible part of this appropriation). An
extensive media apparatus—one which operates through
inconsistencies and uncanny likenesses, not unified
message-making nor a totalized public image—allows
the Breus Foundation
and its projects to
exist co-valently as
national and global,
a matter of Russian
national culture, but
one which evades the
paternalistic and often
censorial relationship
between the state and
art. At the Udarnik,
itself an outsized
and polyvalent Soviet
architectural figure,
this identity is
reified in the Russian
cultural landscape,
siting Russian
contemporary art and
its self-appointed
ambassador only a short
walk from the Kremlin.

[55.743176, 37.614063]

SPRING 2015

SPRING 2015

SPRING 2015
GSAPP RESEARCH INITIATIVE
THE BREUS MEDIA APPARATUS AT A PRESS CONFERENCE FOR THE INTERNATIONAL
ARCHITECTURE COMPETITION LAUNCHED TO REBUILD THE UDARNIK (NOTICE A BREUSMANNED CAMERA POINTED AT THE ACTUAL PRESS, PUBLICITY REPRODUCING)

WITH MARK WASIUTA

INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL FOUNDATION BREUS

MOSCOW, RUSSIA

[55.743176, 37.614063]

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]
A COMPILATION OF PRESS APPEARANCES

COLLECTING ARCHITECTURE TERRITORIES
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Oct. 22, 2012

The exhibition of the nominees for this year’s Kandinsky Prize will take place in the Udarnik movie theater
building from Oct. 26 to Dec. 16. The show is presented by Kirill Svetlyakov, Ph.D. art historian, curator,
writer. The exhibition area has been designed by Igor Chirkin and Alexei Podkidyshev.
This year saw the highest number of submissions for the prize since its inception. Out of 385 submissions,
the international jury panel and expert council selected 35 works to be displayed at the upcoming
exhibition. The vote counting and monitoring of procedural compliance for this year’s prize are being
conducted by audit ﬁrm Ernst & Young.
Thirty-ﬁve artists have been nominated for the Kandinsky Prize 2012:
20 nominees in the “Project of the Year” category; and
15 nominees in the “Young Artist. Project of the Year” category.

MOSCOW, RUSSIA

INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL FOUNDATION BREUS

The second stage of voting will take place during the exhibition. The international ju ry panel will announce
the ﬁnalists from both categories. The total prize fund for this year’s award is 50,000 euros – 40,000 for the
“Project of the Year” and 10,000 for the “Young Artist. Project of the Year.”
It is important to note the uniqueness of the ﬁrst exhibition ope ning in the walls of the Udarnik cinema.
"Unfortunately, Udarnik for quite a long while had been removed from the artistic life of Moscow., - says the
chairman of the board of trustees of the Kandinsky Prize Shalva Breus. - Today, muses return to Udarnik.
Moscow is gaining a new site, soon to become an important part of the cultural landscape of the capital."
The exhibition, grouped into sections, will take up all the space of the Udarnik building, including its movie
theater, halls, lobbies and corridors, to serve as time capsules. “The exposition has been designed like a
funnel of time, channeling through itself
lf layers of the past, present and future. This in many ways
corresponds with the situation in today’s Russia, where many diﬀerent temporalities ex ist and often form
paradoxical connections,” curator Kirill Svetlyakov said in comments about the exhibition’s format.
The exhibition’s designers, Igor Chirkin and Alexei Podkidyshev, have commented: “The ﬁrst exhibition of
the Kandinsky Prize at the former Udarnik theater is unique in that it takes place within an area not yet
adapted for a museum showing, an area that contains the temporal layers of previous eras. This encourages
the presenters to play with time and ‘synchronize’ the works of art, each one of which possesses its own
temporality and, as such, interacts with the other works as well the temporal-spatial context of the movie
theater.”
A list of the nominees is contained in Appendix 1.
The makeup of the international jury panel and expert council is provided in Appendix 2, as well as on the prize’s
oﬃcial website: www.kandinsky-prize.ru.

2012 PRESS RELEASE ANNOUNCING THE KANDINSKY PRIZE EXHIBITION

INTERNATIONAL APPEARANCES, BY WAY OF THE PRESS RELEASE

WITH MARK WASIUTA

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

Exhibition of the Nominees
Kandinsky Prize 2012

COLLECTING ARCHITECTURE TERRITORIES
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Committed to addressing the practice and effects
of mediation, this
symposium will
reflexively position
its structure as a
mediating device. How
have these definitions
of the real latent in
contemporary discourse
shifted into new forms?
How do critical and
conceptual propositions
in spatial, visual,
and theoretical
practices engineer new
realities? Within and
beyond these identified
sites—Publics, Time,
Economies—what are
mediating strategies
that construct, and
perhaps now comprise
reality? We hope to locate these questions in
architecture, art, media, curatorial, journalistic,
philosophical and even economic practices, asking
invited speakers to engage through their own work
questions pertaining to the mediated status of the
real.

WITH MS.CCCP-16 ORGANIZING TEAM

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Is it real?

INTERPRETATIONS [MS.CCCP SYMPOSIUM]

66

Whether addressed to the real or its obverse—the
unreal, the fake, the simulation, the phantasmagoric,
the non-existent, the imaginary—the trope of reality
seems to find its way to the surface of discussions,
questioning the reasons, places, times and forms by
which architects practice upon the world.
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MEDIATING REALITIES

[40.722231, -73.993059]

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

The real isn’t dead, it’s disfigured. Its ghost
lingers. Even now, the increasingly complex and
invisible mechanisms of
capital exchange are
rendered real through
their spatial products;
they are seemingly
anchored or made
concrete in the domain
of architecture. While
our everyday experience
in 2015 is constituted
by an entanglement
of appearances—which
are simultaneously
physical, networked,
represented, simulated,
abstracted, quantified,
remembered, imagined,
performed, and so
on—and which have the
capacity for “real”
affect, we still insist
on the possibility of a life offline, in the street,
and somehow disengaged from what might be called
“unreal” engagements.

Why do these concerns for reality reappear? We are no
longer concerned with its existence or absence, but
its methods of construction and means of operating on
discourses and practices. How do claims on the real
reemerge in our evidentiary practices, in constructed
histories and the techno-forecasting of our immediate
futures, and in the articulation of global economic
systems? What are the architectural stakes of Real
Publics, Real Time, and Real Economies?

NEW YORK, NY

AT NEW INC

Is it real? The question is too obvious, too
fundamental, yet it’s one which continues to trouble
architecture and other disciplines. Despite the
extensive deconstruction of the term within the
framework of the 20th century’s semiotic discourse,
claims on the real, in the colloquial sense of the
term, still surface in a contemporary condition which
is, according to some, increasingly mediated.

APRIL 2015

MEDIATING REALITIES
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REAL ECONOMIES

[40.722231, -73.993059]

Capital, in its multiple forms (and their capacity for
exchange) has become naturalized in all scales of contemporary
life. In this panel, we ask how the material realities of
economies in resources, commodities, and development—which
describe in part the practice of architecture—relate to
the abstracting logic of capital and what some have called
digital capitalism. How do spatial practices coincide with
economic practices; and how might they reveal or construct the
constraints or agencies that produce economic realities? If
markets can appear to dissolve into thin air, how do critics
and practitioners confront financial imaginaries and their
spatial effects? Is architecture reducible to the symbolic
function of capital, or can it only reproduce its recognizable
forms such as “oil money”? When corporations insist on the
rights afforded to real people, what other claims might
economic abstractions make on an embodied reality? What are
the consequences of economic claims on the real? What is the
role of the architect amidst these claims?

NEW YORK, NY

NEW INC
TWITPIC OF A REAL PANEL

WITH KELLER EASTERLING, SASKIA SASSEN, DAVID HARVERY, MANUEL SHVARTZBERG (MOD)

[40.722231, -73.993059]

WITH PANEL CO-ORGANIZERS PEDRO CORREA FERNANDEZ AND MAITE BORJABAD LOPEZ-PASTOR

APRIL 2015

FALL 2014

WITH NORA AKWAWI, NINA KOLOWRATNIK, MADEEHA MERCHANT

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
IRIS RECOGNITION UPON ENTRY
UNHCR REFUGEE STATUS

ECHOING BORDERS

70

the flow of refugees escaping war (or fail to secure
host nations against the pressures of refugee influx),
this mode of subjectification via documentation—in
its networked, biometric form—internalizes border
enforcement. As UNCHR presence in host states becomes
increasingly technologized, mobility and spatial
agency granted to and withheld from particular
documented subjects is heightened by a new visibility,
a mechanism of recognition that threatens some as it
appears to secure others.

Derrida’s understanding
of the sans-papiers
as subjects of
documents is extended
here to consider how
forms of biometric
identification of
Syrian refugees
implemented in Jordan
in the past two
years may in fact
recuperate the subjectwithout-papers, where
political identity—and
its guarantees of
protection, mobility,
and access to
services—is collapsed
back onto the refugee
body. However, this
form of identification
is systematically denied to Syrian-Palestinian
refugees escaping conflict, whose tenuous grasp on
any form of paper documentation is under threat of
arbitrary revocation by Jordanian officials, and whose
unidentified bodies may be submitted to detention or
refoulement. The Palestinian body is already a faulty
document, and a body-without-data only confirms their
statelessness.

The conceit of this
mapping project is that
geopolitical borders
are no longer relevant
as physical and
architectural markers
of delimited movement.
Instead, border
conditions are now
collapsed onto subjects
and form political
subjectivities and
erupt where political
subjects are rendered
visible. The biometric
ID enforces a series
of borders that act
internally (by what
services can be
-- JACQUES DERRIDA
accessed via ones bodydocument, by the kinds
of movement and enterprises which are enabled and more
often prohibited by virtue of this form of identity).
The map acknowledges the points at which identity is
given, renewed. checked or scanned; where for some the
body is available for recognition, and for others, it
is under threat of discovery.

Paper often became the place of
the self’s appropriation of itself,
then of becoming a subject in law.
As a result, in losing this tangible
body of paper, we have the
feeling that we are losing that
which protected that subjectivity
itself, because it stabilized the
personal law in a minimum of real
law.

In the face of geo-political borders that fail to curb
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BIOMETRIC VISIBILITY AND THE SANS-CORPS

AMMAN, JORDAN

STUDIO-X AMMAN

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

UNHCR REGISTRATION CENTER
ZAATARI CAMP

The political subjectivity of the refugee is narrowly
defined by documentation. This project examined the
changing status of the identity documents afforded
to Syrian and Syrian-Palestinian refugees in Jordan
during the ongoing Syrian conflict, against a broader
context of unstable Palestian (dis)recognition since
1948. These documentary strategies are constructive of
certain political subjectivities, whereby recognition
and visibility secures or endangers the position of
differently displaced subjects.

[31.9912235,35.8260383]

FALL 2014

FALL 2014

FALL 2014

1968_MARKA CAMP [UNRWA] OPENS

1968_JERASH CAMP [UNRWA] OPENS
1968_BAQA’A CAMP [UNRWA] OPENS
1968_HUSN CAMP [UNRWA] OPENS
1998_MOU BETWEEN JORDAN AND UNHCR, KHALDA REGISTRATION CENTER OPENS
03-2011_AL-BASHABSHEH TRANSIT FACILITY [UNHCR] OPENS
04-2012_KING ABDULLAH PARK DETENTION CENTER [UNHCR] OPENS
04-2012_BORDERS CLOSE UNOFFICIALLY TO SYRIAN-PALESTINIANS
05-2012_CYBER CITY DETENTION CENTER [UNHCR] OPENS
06-06-2012_SYRIAN REGIME FORCES CAPTURE TEL CHEHAB BORDER CROSSING
26-06-2012_KING HUSSEIN STADIUM TRANSIT FACILITY [UNHCR] OPENS

06-08-2012_AL-BASHABSHEH TRANSIT FACILITY [UNHCR] CLOSES
01-2013_RABAA AL-SARHAN UNHCR REGISTRATION CENTER OPENS
04-2013_AL-WEHDAT DAM IS RECOGNIZED AS INFORMAL BORDER CROSSING
04-2013_EMIRATI-JORDANIAN CAMP [UNHCR] OPENS
27-04-2013_IRBID UNHCR REGISTRATION CENTER OPENS
27-04-2013_MA’AN UNHCR REGISTRATION CENTER OPENS

ZAATARI CAMP

27-04-2013_KARAK UNHCR REGISTRATION CENTER OPENS
21-07-2013_UNHCR INTRODUCES IRIS SCANNING AT KHALDA REGISTRATION CENTER
01-08-2013_UNHCR INTRODUCES IRIS SCANNING AT IRBID REGISTRATION CENTER
06-10-2013_ANMAR HMOUD UNHCR REGISTRATION CETNER OPENS
14-11-2013_ISRAEL IMPLEMENTS DIGITAL VISA IDENTITIFICATION SYSTEMS AT WEST BANK BORDER
03-01-2014_UNHCR INTRODUCES IRIS SCANNING AT ZAATARI CAMP
10-01-2014_IRIS SCANNERS DISTRIBUTED TO 39 OF 108 JORDANIAN POLICE DEPARTMENTS
17-03-2014_FREE SYRIAN ARMY RECAPTURES TEL CHEHAB BORDER CROSSING
30-04-2014_AZRAQ CAMP [UNHCR] OPENS
22-06-2014_KARAMEH/TURAYBIL CROSSING CAPTURED BY ISIS
01-10-2014_MAIN BORDER CROSSING AT NASIB-JABER CLOSES
13-10-2014_ALL BORDER CROSSINGS CLOSE

MAPPED SITES OF HEIGHTENED BIOMETRIC VISIBILITY

ECHOING BORDERS
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WITH NORA AKWAWI, NINA KOLOWRATNIK, MADEEHA MERCHANT

29-07-2012_ZAATARI CAMP [UNHCR] OPENS

[32.293808, 36.328674]

1968_TALBIEH CAMP [UNRWA] OPENS

MAFRAQ, JORDAN

1955_AMMAN NEW CAMP [WEHDAT] [UNRWA] OPENS

1968_SOUF CAMP [UNRWA] OPENS

UNITED NATIONS HIGH COUNCIL ON REFUGEES IN JORDAN

[32.293808, 36.328674]

1949_ZARQA CAMP [UNRWA] OPENS
1951_IRBID CAMP [UNRWA] OPENS
1952_JABAL EL-HUSSEIN CAMP [UNRWA] OPENS

DETAIL SHOWING IRIS IDENTIFICATION AT ZAATARI AND AZRAQ CAMPS
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BIOMETRIC VISIBILITY AND THE SANS-CORPS

FALL 2014

FALL 2014
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[40.8082895,-73.9631616]
NEW YORK, NY

Miranda July’s app
invites users to curate
visible selves through
intimate affiliation: by
becoming someone’s
.

BECOMING SOMEBODIES

Jessica, crying, picks her phone to message Caleb,
the presumed source of her tears. “I so totally love
you…” she types, and conveys with an added tag that
she is in fact [crying]. The message is not sent
directly to its intended recipient; rather she selects
an intermediary who happens to be near him. Surveying
the scroll of truncated profiles—faces and their star
ratings—she chooses her stranger, Paul.
Paul is in the park when his phone dings. When he
chooses to accept his offered role, Caleb’s face pops
up on Paul’s screen,
along with a map
identifying deliverer
and recipient as
proximal icons, mouth
and ear. Caleb comes
into focus in the
distance, alone on a
picnic blanket for
two. Paul approaches,
and Caleb squints up
at him.
“Caleb?”
“Yeah?”
Paul drops to his
knees to say, as
STILL FROM MIU MIU-PRODUCED VIDEO FOR SOMEBODY’S LAUNCH
the girlfriend in
absentia, “It’s me,
Jessica. I so totally love you. I just, I just can’t
be your girlfriend anymore. I can’t. I just need some
space.”

WITH MARK WASIUTA

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Beyond a quaint desire
for connection in a
future-now, similarly
contended with by
the likes of Spike
Jonze in HER, SOMEBODY
accesses a broader
impulse exercised on
the internet to make
affiliations which
adjust the status
of ones projected
identity. This is a
curatorial action on
behalf of what we
might, in the context
of SOMEBODY as art,
call the viewing
subject. It is a mode
of curation that can
define or transform not what the viewer sees, but how
she is seen, and consequently, who or what she is.
These kinds of partial projections--Paul as Jessica,
Paul as a floating avatar, Paul as a full five stars-do not reveal glimpses of the real fact of a whole
Paul (despite his being a fictional character), but
aggregate to form a multiplicity that is Paul in
toto and in parts--parts that might also be Jessica,
someone’s legal guardian, “very into fitness,” a 2300
SAT score, a grinning poop emoji.

To use the app, to see and engage strangers, the
SOMEBODY user submits herself to recognition: on a map,
through her stated interests, her winking avatar, and
her more or less unwitting discovery on the street.
Suspended in anticipation of seeing-to-be-seen or
being seen-to-see, however selectively, she renders
herself a subject in becoming, a becoming-SOMEBODY.
This only occurs through multiplicitous engagements
with various interfaces, machinic assemblages of the
app, iOS, the larger technoscapes of locative media,
the iPhone, even “Paul” as he is constructed by his
profile, and so on.
The seeming agency of
this curatorial-visual
subject formation is
always limited by the
systems that permit
such curation. This
is to recognize that
becoming-somebody
can only operate
within a framework
of surveillance:
to be seen perhaps
unknowingly, or
without consent,
or the possibility
to intervene. The
ostensibly friendly
functioning of the
app flirts with its
users privacy, not
unlike how the capacity for affiliative self-making
brushes up against the systems by which that making
takes place. Just as the dividual’s electronic card
grants him identity, “the card could just as easily be
rejected on a given day or between certain hours.” The
affiliative subject, July’s somebody, is clearly not
formed out of pure agency, ahistorically, or without
reference to the potentially limiting conditions of
network control, but that produced somebody is also
not reducible to an object of a control system.

MS.CCCP COLLOQUIUM

[40.8082895,-73.9631616]

SOMEBODY is a messaging service that sends your
missives not to your friend but to the somebody
nearest him. Debuting Fall 2014 at LACMA, the
New Museum, and contemporary art institutions
across the country, SOMEBODY is meant to instigate
an aesthetic exchange, not between observer and
artifact, but between viewing subjects. A media-driven
intersubjective affair, SOMEBODY constitutes a zone
of encounter that is at once virtual and embodied,
instating an interaction that plays out across
screened and unscreened realities.

His lines delivered, Paul extends some
now heartbroken Caleb, hugging him not
(by proxy) or as a total stranger, but
formed somebody, now inextricably part
part of him, part of Jessica.

comfort to a
as an intimate
as a newlyof his breakup,
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THE AFFILIATIVE SUBJECTS OF AESTHETIC EXCHANGE

OCT 2012

DARWIN MARTIN HOUSE + UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO

BEYOND PATRONAGE
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[42.950921,-78.822686]
BUFFALO, NY

[42.936367,-78.8481017]

TODAY, THE
LANDSCAPE OF
PATRONAGE IS
SHIFTING

WITH CO-ORGANIZERS JOYCE HWANG, MARTHA BOHM, AND SHANNON PHILLIPS

OCT 2012

IMAGES FROM THE BEYOND PATRONAGE SYMPOSIUM
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THE 2012 MARTELL SYMPOSIUM

NOV 2015

NOV 2015

BUFFALO, NY

How can the practice
of architecture be
shaped not only
through relationships
of power, but also
through strategies of
empowerment?

What are emerging
trajectories of reconsidering ‘patronage’ — and their
processes and consequences — in architectural and
design practices today?

This book explores contemporary architectural
practices and design agendas that are being shaped
or enabled by news forms of “patronage.” Essays,
projects, and interviews examine emerging forms of
sponsorship, new forms of connectivity--technological

BEYOND PATRONAGE

78

[41.4096003,2.1382799]

We ask: How are these broader relationships between
architects and organizations redefining the role of
patronage in architecture? How have emerging forms
of patronage shaped or enabled design practices,
influenced design processes, or instigated agendas
of research within the
work of architects?
Have our current
economic, ecological,
and political climates
provoked architecture
to confront its
own priorities and
assumptions? If so,
how are architects
rethinking models
of practice? How
can the practice
of architecture be
shaped not only
through relationships
of power, but also
through strategies of
empowerment?

BARCELONA, SPAIN

or social--that produce innovative modes of
collaboration, and strategies for cultivating
relationships that allow us to rethink typical
hierarchies between those in power and those in
service.

WITH CO-EDITORS JOYCE HWANG AND MARTHA BOHM

[42.950921,-78.822686]

Today, the landscape of patronage is shifting.
While the role of
private clients is
still central to
the survival of
the profession, an
increasing number of
architects and design
practitioners are
actively cultivating
partnerships with notfor-profits, granting
agencies, educational
institutions,
and other public
organizations. At a
moment when architects
are feeling the urgent
effects of sustained
economic crises,
facing both a surplus
of practitioners and a
dearth of clients, they are beginning to question the
conventional belief that the only viable role for an
architect is one that operates as a service-oriented
professional in the employ of a moneyed client.

PUBLISHED BY ACTAR, WITH SUPPORT BY THE GRAHAM FOUNDATION

One could argue that the profession of architecture
has traditionally been characterized by patronage.
Throughout the twentieth century, wealthy private
clients have enabled architects to develop and realize
their most significant work. Relationships between
Edgar Kaufmann and Frank Lloyd Wright, Pierre Savoye
and Le Corbusier, František Müller and Adolf Loos, and
Phyllis Lambert and Mies van de Rohe are only a few of
the many examples.
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RECONSIDERING MODELS OF PRACTICE

NOV 2015

NOV 2015

80

[41.4096003,2.1382799]
BARCELONA, SPAIN

WITH CO-EDITORS JOYCE HWANG AND MARTHA BOHM

BUFFALO, NY

BEFORE AND BEYOND

PUBLISHED BY ACTAR, WITH SUPPORT BY THE GRAHAM FOUNDATION

[42.950921,-78.822686]

“Beyond” is as much a
temporal descriptor as it is
spatial; it not only describes
work that reaches outside
of the discipline or occupies
the fringes of current
architectural practice, but
dually indicates a future for
the way we might must do
architecture.

BEYOND PATRONAGE: RECONSIDERING MODELS OF PRACTICE (PP.198-199)
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RE-ARTICULATING PRACTICE IN THE ACADEMY

NOV 2015

82

NEW YORK, NY

WITH CO-EDITORS JOYCE HWANG AND MARTHA BOHM

STOREFRONT FOR ART AND ARCHITECTURE

ARMATURES OF PRACTICE

WITH PROTAGONISTS LEAH MEISTERLIN, QUILIAN RIANO, MARIKA SHIORI-CLARK, YUTAKA SHO, STEPHEN ZACKS

[40.7214782,-73.9970709]

ARMATURES OF PRACTICES, POLITICS OF ACTION invites architects to
produce a DIAGRAM OF EXCHANGES to articulate and visualize the
relationships that structure their practices and those that
emerge from them. These diagrams identify the myriad of actors
beyond the prototypical pair of the architect and the private
client. They reveal the logistics and networks of work, and
illuminate the politics that emerge from architectural action.

[40.7214782,-73.9970709]

NOV 2015

STILL OF “ARMATURES OF PRACTICE, POLITICS OF ACTION” ON STOREFRONT TV
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POLITICS OF ACTION

SUMMER 2014

FALL 2015
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[42.921384,-78.8906735]

JORDAN GEIGER | LARGE INTERACTION DESIGN

BFF_material schemes

suspension

cotton cord
jute/natural rope
nylon cord
wire
aluminum angles

laced through grommets/lacing eyes
laced through felt
laced off-edge

seaming
felting
bracketing

fabricated
found
internal
external
slotted in felt
at joints
at seams

A ZIP-TIED BEAU-FLEUVE, AS ORIGINALLY INSTALLED

3d printed
ABS plastic
nylon (flexible)
steel
resin
titanium
ceramic
gypsum

MATERIAL SCHEMES FOR A NEW BEAU-FLEUVE SKELETON

WITH JORDAN GEIGER

GRANT STREET NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER

panel
connections

BEAU-FLEUVE FOREVER
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A NEW SKELETON FOR A SOFT INTERFACE

FABRICATED IN BUFFALO, NY

conductive fabric
felt
printed
lining

SUMMER 2014
JORDAN GEIGER | LARGE INTERACTION DESIGN

[42.921384,-78.8906735]

S5
S6

[42.950921,-78.822686]

SUMMER 2014
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FABRICATION SPECS FOR SECTIONAL FRAMES IN BAMBOO
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WITH JORDAN GEIGER
BEAU-FLEUVE FOREVER
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This thesis operates
in the apparent chasm
between the schematic
body that organizes
architecture and the
bodied subject that
ultimately experiences
architecture.

Only in the last thirty years of architectural
discourse have we begun to concertedly reformulate the
way in which the body
is implicated in space
beyond the analogic
relationship between
humanist construction
and Vitruvius’ “wellshaped man.” Anthony
Vidler’s post-modernist
contribution describes
a fragmented body
that suggests the
possibility of an
animate corporeal
architecture. Here, the
body is broken into its
sensory capacities, not
a system of physical
proportions that
humanist architecture
recomposes into a
harmonic whole. The
post-modern trajectory posits an architectural
environment with which we might better empathize by
projecting onto it aspects of perceptual corporeality.
But in doing so, the spatial body becomes irrelevant.

The body is the
origin from which
architecture
necessarily extends.

Contextualizing this schematic figure (the drawn, the
dimensioned body) as a condition of both historical
architectural convention and a contemporary cultural
condition that is rooted in identities of difference
and multiplicitous subjectivities, it considers what
kinds of spaces or what kinds of bodies might be
produced and how they are produced. Considering the
specificity of the subject and embodied subjectivity
as a new architectural modality, this proposal deploys

89

The contemporary bodied subject is mobilized
(in discourse and in space) by resituating the
relationship between body (actual, physical, specific)
and architecture beyond the classical analogic, modern
schematic, the post-modern perceptual modalities.

REDRESSING THE ARCHITECTURAL BODY

[42.950921,-78.822686]

a bodily contingency meant to subvert an architectural
tradition that has reduced all bodies to a series of
normative dimensions, categories and genders. From
the harmonious geometric proportions of the Vitruvian
Man, to le Corbusier’s abstracted Modulor, and even to
Neufert’s modern dimensional standard, instead of the
body-specific, we are resigned to an ideal model which
is only ever specifically male.

BUFFALO, NY

WITH JOYCE HWANG, NICK BRUSCIA, ANNETTE LECUYER

BUFFALO SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
88

THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE (M.ARCH)

[42.950921,-78.822686]
SUBJECT-SURFACE

The body is the origin from which architecture
necessarily extends. Like clothing or the physical
surface of the body itself, architecture comprises
an intermediate condition between self and space.
For this reason, architecture, at every instance,
replicates the space of the body, to varying degrees
of specificity. Problematically, “the body” upon
which architecture is contingent constitutes an ideal
mathematical reduction of human form, an impossible
platonic category that homogenizes an infinitely
diverse spectrum of actual, physical bodies, our
bodies. We are then
faced with a condition
in which architecture
organized by an ideal
figure can never
actually accommodate
a particular body.
Instead, the ideal
architectural body
concretizes a standard
to which physical
bodies must conform.

2013-2014

2013-2014

BUFFALO SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

Beyond problematizing the conventional architectural
body, both schematic and spatial, this project
attempts to negotiate the “vague geometry” of
real bodies with the specificity of architectural

SUBJECT-SURFACE

90

[42.950921,-78.822686]
BUFFALO, NY

Expressed as constituencies (multiplicities,
fragments, zones), these bodied subjects can make
affiliations not only with other subjects, but also
with the spaces that contain them. The result is
an architectural surface that incorporates real
bodies, extends them, repeats them, possibly fits
them or, more often, engages a deliberate illfit.
These conditions provide an othering of our corporeal
subjectivity as it
merges with space,
constructing a boundary
that amounts to an
internal boundaryloss. It enables
architecture to provide
a more explicit, more
perceptible means by
which we recognize our
own bodies.

WITH JOYCE HWANG, NICK BRUSCIA, ANNETTE LECUYER

[42.950921,-78.822686]

The work of the thesis operates within a parametric
framework that
systematizes
relationships between
(1) the exact measure
of bodies, (2)
tectonic and material
considerations that
generate legible
bodies and, to a
lesser extent, (3)
the constraints
native to particular
fabrication methods.
The script replicates
a process of garment
pattern drafting for
slopers. These are
basic pattern blocks
that include no design
ease, but based only
on direct translations
of key body measurements, the sloper reconstructs the
“exact” space of the body. This parametric approach,
as a mélange of both empirical and surrealist tactics,
accommodates work that is both hyper-specific and
generative.

production, such that the body isn’t reduced by
architecture’s implicit agenda of standardization.

THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE (M.ARCH)

If architecture is conceived as an extension of not
just the body, but an individual body, it should be
contingent upon the specificity of that physical body.
Consequently, this research takes up architecture
as mode of fit, and consciously negotiates between
the fitness of surface to a body or subject and an
agenda of qualitative illfit that subverts normative
architectural standard and normative conceptions of
body.

SHEET TO BODY
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REDRESSING THE ARCHITECTURAL BODY

2013-2014

2013-2014

BUFFALO SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

SCRIPTED BODICE FRAMEWORK (A) WITH THREE INPUTS OF BODILY MEASURE

SUBJECT-SURFACE

92

WITH JOYCE HWANG, NICK BRUSCIA, ANNETTE LECUYER

BODY WIDTH = BUST/2 + 6cm

cm

ER

=

13

LD

OU

SH

CENTER BACK LENGTH = 36cm

BUST/2 = 57cm

[42.950921,-78.822686]

CHEST WIDTH = BUST/8 + 6.2cm

CHEST WIDTH/2 = 24.25 cm

BACK WIDTH/2 = 18.5cm

BUFFALO, NY

BUST LINE = BUST/12 + 13.7cm

THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE (M.ARCH)

[42.950921,-78.822686]

BACK WIDTH = BUST/8 + 7.4cm

SCRIPTED BODICE FRAMEWORK (B) WITH EIGHT INPUTS OF BODILY MEASURE

93

REDRESSING THE ARCHITECTURAL BODY

2013-2014

MISGENDERED SCRIPTS: EXPLOITING THRESHOLDS OF FAILURE IN PROPORTIONAL
SYSTEMS

SUBJECT-SURFACE

94

SUBJECT 02

SUBJECT 01

gender_female
age_25
bust_104 cm
waist_74 cm

gender_female
age_47
bust_103 cm
waist_86 cm

9.000
9.000

11.090
11.090

7.613
7.613

6.613
6.613

SUBJECT 03

gender_female
age_24
bust_112 cm
waist_100 cm

SUBJECT 04

gender_female
age_41
bust_91 cm
waist_77 cm

SUBJECT 06

gender_female
age_68
bust_104 cm
waist_89 cm

SUBJECT 07

gender_female
age_24
bust_116 cm
waist_102 cm

SUBJECT 08

SUBJECT 09

gender_female
age_26
bust_ 97 cm
waist_81 cm

gender_female
age_25
bust_86 cm
waist_69 cm

SUBJECT_all

SUBJECT 10

gender_female
age_52
bust_97 cm
waist_81 cm

gender_female
age_24-68
bust_97-116 cm
waist_69-102 cm

9.000
9.000

7.613
7.613

11.090
11.090

7.613
7.613

6.613
6.613

7.613
7.613

SCRIPT-PRODUCED
PATTERN BLOCKS
scriptproduced
pattern
blocks

flat pattern
generation:
seam fold and
connection
developments

BODY-SHEET FORMATION:
SEAMING, FOLDING, CONNECTIONS

01

07

03
02

05

06

08

09
07

10

10

RE-PATTERNED BODIES
re-patterned
bodies

03

PATTERN GENERATION, BODIES MERGING
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REDRESSING THE ARCHITECTURAL BODY

BUFFALO, NY

BUFFALO SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

-7.46 cm

WITH JOYCE HWANG, NICK BRUSCIA, ANNETTE LECUYER

JOE, AGE 26

THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE (M.ARCH)

[42.950921,-78.822686]

VIVIAN, AGE 6

[42.950921,-78.822686]

2013-2014

BUFFALO, NY

[42.950921,-78.822686]
THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE (M.ARCH)

[42.950921,-78.822686]

BUFFALO SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

SELF, PATTERNED (FROM BODY TO SURFACE)

REDRESSING THE ARCHITECTURAL BODY
97
96
SUBJECT-SURFACE

FROM SURFACE TO BODY

WITH JOYCE HWANG, NICK BRUSCIA, ANNETTE LECUYER

2013-2014
2013-2014

BUFFALO, NY
BUFFALO SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

EMILY AND HER MOTHER

REDRESSING THE ARCHITECTURAL BODY
99
98
SUBJECT-SURFACE

[42.950921,-78.822686]
THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE (M.ARCH)

10

[42.950921,-78.822686]

07

EMILY AND HER MOTHER

WITH JOYCE HWANG, NICK BRUSCIA, ANNETTE LECUYER

2013-2014
2013-2014

BUFFALO, NY

[42.950921,-78.822686]
THESIS FOR COMPLETION OF THE DEGREE MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE (M.ARCH)

[42.950921,-78.822686]

BUFFALO SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

A ROOM FULL OF BODIES

REDRESSING THE ARCHITECTURAL BODY
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SUBJECT-SURFACE

A ROOM FULL OF BODIES

WITH JOYCE HWANG, NICK BRUSCIA, ANNETTE LECUYER

2013-2014
2013-2014

SPRING 2014

[42.950921,-78.822686]

THE

INTIMATE SPACE
PERSONAL SPACE
SOCIAL SPACE-INFORMAL
SOCIAL SPACE-FORMAL

[51.508213, -0.098377]

SPRING 2014

SKINSHIP /SUKINSHIPPU

UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO

LONDON, UK

PUBLIC SPACE

INTIMATE SPACE

SKINSHIP /SUKINSHIPPU

INTIMATE SPACE

0-1.5’

PERSONAL SPACE

1.5-4’

SOCIAL SPACE

PUBLIC SPACE

4-12’

12’+

PERSONAL SPACE
SOCIAL SPACE-INFORMAL
SOCIAL SPACE-FORMAL

PUBLIC SPACE

WITH NICK BRUSCIA

CROWD MOVES AT THE TATE MODERN

CONDITIONAL FORM

102

A RANGE OF SOCIAL DISTANCES, PLOTTED FROM EDWARD HALL’S THE HIDDEN
DIMENSION (1966)

103

THE CROWD AND SYSTEMS OF SOCIAL DISTANCE

SPRING 2014

UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO

LONDON, UK

[42.950921,-78.822686]

[51.508213, -0.098377]

SPRING 2014

ANTICIPATED AND ELASTIC SOCIAL DISTANCES

SPRING-FORCED COLLAPSING OF SOCIAL DISTANCES
min_0.92
max_101.27
avg_41.96

min_0.95
max_98.14
avg_42.46

min_0.96
max_96.27
avg_42.58

min_0.87
max_95.21
avg_43.02

min_0.86
max_93.85
avg_43.24

min_0.86
max_96.91
avg_43.78

min_0.87
max_97.89
avg_44.18

min_0.87
max_100.60
avg_44.67

WITH NICK BRUSCIA

min_1.00
max_99.72
avg_42.07

CONDITIONAL FORM

104

105

THE CROWD AND SYSTEMS OF SOCIAL DISTANCE

SPRING 2013

SPRING 2013

ENJOYMENT BEYOND PLEASURE

LOVE-SEAT unsettles the synesthetic relationship
between seeing and feeling, between impulses of
attraction and repulsion. The interaction stimulates
in the user an
ambivalence between
pleasure and pain,
where she might be
willing subject herself
to discomfort for the
sake of pleasure, or
might even find that
pain pleasurable. This
dangerous game borrows
from the concept of
jouissance-a term which
translates from the
French to enjoyment
(as in property or
rights), but also means
literally to orgasm, as
an excess of pleasure
that risks a partial
loss of oneself.
Lacan describes it as
an undertaking of risk in spite of destruction: an
anticipated and desired little death.

LOVESEAT, DEPLOYED IN FRONT THE DEFUNCT GRAIN ELEVATORS AT SILO CITY
[1] ULRICH BECH, “LIVING IN WORLD RISK SOCIETY,” ECONOMY AND
SOCIETY VOL. 35, NO. 3, AUGUST 2006: 329-345.

The XS intervention operates as an adjacency that
anticipates and exposes itself to future flows of

EXCESS/XS

BUFFALO, NY

In the love-seat, risk
is a matter of agency:
a happy, self-indulgent
self-destruction.

[42.8620775,-78.8655818]

marginal economies and events of marginal culture.
Clothing swaps, hotspots for LARP-ing, spontaneous and
ephemeral marketplaces, eating areas for food trucks.
The program and its infrastructure are deployable,
potentially intimate, and revel in the excess of
what’s left over.

106

WITH JORDAN GEIGER

SILO CITY

Anticipation extends
instead to a condition
of site: Silo City
(one of the studio’s
three postindustrial
Buffalo locales) no
longer anticipates
catastrophe, but as a
site of exchange that
has already failed,
can anticipate modes
of reoccupation,
presencing or
occupying of a
vacancy. LOVE-SEAT
is sited(sat) in
the vacant marginal
micro-territories
surrounding exchange
infrastructurethese are excesses of excess, the
leftovers of expansive spaces that are themselves
leftover, failures of capitalism, remnants of
a culture of financial risk engaged in its own
obsolescence. In this project, I imagine these
marginal territories reoccupied by “lowrisk” informal
economies of pleasure.

CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE AND SITUATED TECHNOLOGIES

[42.8620775,-78.8655818]

If excess is located in a space of risk, as for
example Ulrich Beck describes its relation to
failure,1 this project probes its public spaces for
what results. LOVE-SEAT is a deployable reclining
surface that engages risky behavior in its users,
inviting their deliberate participation in states
that vacillate between pleasure and pain. The
intervention results in an ambivalence about risk as
it is typically defined as anticipation of danger,
or destruction becoming real. In this case, risk
is a matter of agency: a happy, self-indulgent
self-destruction.

107

LOVE-SEAT

SILO CITY

BUFFALO, NY
PAIN
PLEASURE

LOVE-SEAT
109
108
EXCESS/XS

[42.8620775,-78.8655818]
CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE AND SITUATED TECHNOLOGIES

[42.8620775,-78.8655818]

WITH JORDAN GEIGER

SPRING 2013
SPRING 2013

SPRING 2013

SPRING 2013

SILO CITY

BUFFALO, NY

[42.8620775,-78.8655818]

CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE AND SITUATED TECHNOLOGIES

[42.8620775,-78.8655818]
LOVESEAT’S DEPLOYABLE SITTING ARMATURE

WITH JORDAN GEIGER

LOVESEAT’S SENSITIVE SURFACE

EXCESS/XS

110
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LOVE-SEAT

SPRING 2013

SILO CITY
WITH JORDAN GEIGER

INVITED INTERACTIONS

EXCESS/XS

112

113

LOVE-SEAT

BUFFALO, NY

CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE AND SITUATED TECHNOLOGIES

[42.8620775,-78.8655818]

The physical interaction within these soft surfaces are
extended by a programmed response to different scales of
touch, from a light caress to the full pressure of body.
Embedded capacitive sensors activate heat pads that warm
to the body, but eventually become too hot. Accounting
for occasions for sociality, the power to heat pads is
distributed equally between touch points, so if the surface
came to be occupied by multiple bodies, the distributed warmth
might encourage their dalliance.

[42.8620775,-78.8655818]

SPRING 2013

SPRING 2014

114 CROSBY HALL
WITH DENNIS MAHER

A SPACE TO RECEIVE ACTION

HETEROGENEOUS ASSEMBLIES

114

115

AN AGONISTIC ARCHITECTURE

BUFFALO, NY

[42.953291, -78.819824]

Crosby 104 is a material
polemics; a spatial-political
assemblage that both
subverts and enables its
subjective actors; a produced
and producing agonistic force.

[42.953291, -78.819824]

SPRING 2014

SPRING 2014

114 CROSBY HALL

BUFFALO, NY

[42.953291, -78.819824]

[42.953291, -78.819824]

SPRING 2014

INITIAL OCCUPATIONS

WITH DENNIS MAHER

A MOMENT IN THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF CROSBY 114

HETEROGENEOUS ASSEMBLIES

116

117

AN AGONISTIC ARCHITECTURE

SPRING 2014

114 CROSBY HALL

BUFFALO, NY

[42.953291, -78.819824]

[42.953291, -78.819824]

SPRING 2014

DEMOCRATIC ENDS

WITH DENNIS MAHER

ACCUMULATED OCCUPATIONS

HETEROGENEOUS ASSEMBLIES

118

119

AN AGONISTIC ARCHITECTURE

SUMMER 2013

PLAÇA REIAL
WITH DENNIS MAHER

A SIMULTANEITY OF ACTS ON PLAÇA REIAL’S STAGE

B/A+P BARCELONA

120

121

TEATRE DE L’ESPAI

BARCELONA, SPAIN

[41.3801328,2.1730552]

Blown bubbles pull the boy into his mother’s skirt, her bare
legs keel back and lunge at the lady obscured by her glowing
ipad, its large screen sucking the contents out of gaping
mouths as they breathe their gaze back down in clouds around
shirtless yellers, quieted by angry fathers and their lesser
victims, weirdos all around, on the ground, who watch animals
pursued and avoided, by adult silhouettes stomped on with
errant feet and serenaded by unpaid accordianists, or rolled
over by the 3-5-9 wheels of social vehicles, a Desigual
lacquered trike, which brakes at the periphery, pausing at the
heeled figure who makes her invitation only to a quantity,
ignoring the animals already consumed, those served with
bowtied smirks, asking hola? hello? to the confused, who
linger back, away from the scrunched face of the entrepreneur,
slinging buds at the archivists who take his image, a reward
for his offering before moving to the next tshirt from some
other city, a crewnecked angelino, who inches toward topless
chests, already watched and recorded by a mass of backpacks
before they pass on to the next arcaded spectacle.

[41.3801328,2.1730552]

SUMMER 2013

SUMMER 2013

PLAÇA REIAL

BARCELONA, SPAIN

[41.3801328,2.1730552]

[41.3801328,2.1730552]

SUMMER 2013

A STAGE FOR SCENES IN THE GLOW OF NIGHT

WITH DENNIS MAHER

A STAGE FOR SCENES IN THE LIGHT OF DAY

B/A+P BARCELONA

122
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TEATRE DE L’ESPAI

SUMMER 2013

LA SAGRADA FAMILIA

BARCELONA, SPAIN

[41.4036339,2.1721671]

[41.4036339,2.1721671]

SUMMER 2013

ONE CARD TO BE MAILED

WITH NEREA FELIZ

A COLLAPSING OF TOURIST PHOTO AND POSTCARD IMAGE OF LA
SAGRADA FAMILIA ARE PREPARED FOR OTHER CIRCULATIONS

B/A+P BARCELONA

124

125

TARJETA POSTAL

SUMMER 2013

LA SAGRADA FAMILIA

BARCELONA, SPAIN

[41.4036339,2.1721671]

[41.4036339,2.1721671]

SUMMER 2013

RECORDING TOURIST ENGAGEMENTS

WITH NEREA FELIZ

SOLITICING MEMORIES

B/A+P BARCELONA
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TARJETA POSTAL

FALL 2013

UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO

-- STEVEN HOLL

WITH BRIAN CARTER

A MIESIAN BOOKCASE

BOOKS AND BUILDINGS

128

129

BOOKS AND BUILDINGS

BUFFALO, NY

IN COLLABORATION WITH WNYBOOK ARTS CENTER

[42.950921,-78.822686]

I am interested in books as
buildings. Making a book
is like making a building.
It takes a lot of effort and
is agonizing, but somehow
fulfilling because you have to
make things coalesce.

[41.4096003,2.1382799]

FALL 2013

FALL 2013

FALL 2013

UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO

BUFFALO, NY

[41.4096003,2.1382799]

IN COLLABORATION WITH WNYBOOK ARTS CENTER

[42.950921,-78.822686]

MODEL, IN SITE

WITH BRIAN CARTER

A BOOK BOUND BY AN ETCHED PLATE

BOOKS AND BUILDINGS

130
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PASSAGE

FALL 2013

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

D

UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO

BUFFALO, NY

IN COLLABORATION WITH WNYBOOK ARTS CENTER

[42.950921,-78.822686]

[41.4096003,2.1382799]

FALL 2013

SECTION D
0’

4’

8’

16’

N

LOOSELY BOUND, THE BOOK’S PAGES CAN BE TURNED OR EXPANDED INTO A
PRESENTATION BOARD

BOOKS AND BUILDINGS

132

WITH BRIAN CARTER

PLAN AND SECTION REVEALING AN ILLUSTRATED PASSAGE

133

PASSAGE

FALL 2013

UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO

YOUNGSTOWN, NY

[42.950921,-78.822686]

[43.2623889,-79.0631164]

FALL 2013

AN ENTRY TO FORT WALLS

WITH BRIAN CARTER

AN EXHIBITION CATALOG FOR FORT NIAGARAS NEW VISITOR CENTER

BOOKS AND BUILDINGS

134
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ON WALLS: A NEW VISTOR CENTER FOR OLD FT. NIAGARA

FALL 2013

OLD FORT NIAGARA

YOUNGSTOWN, NY

[43.2623889,-79.0631164]

[43.2623889,-79.0631164]

FALL 2013

SECTION THROUGH A HISTORIC SITE, A COMPOSITION OF NEW AND OLD MASONRY WALLS

WITH BRIAN CARTER

EXCAVATIONS OF A HISTORIC SITE

BOOKS AND BUILDINGS

136
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ON WALLS: A NEW VISTOR CENTER FOR OLD FT. NIAGARA

FALL 2013

EXHIBITION ENCLOSURES FOR THE OUTDOOR SITE
GROUND FLOOR PLAN

WITH BRIAN CARTER

OLD FORT NIAGARA

YOUNGSTOWN, NY

[43.2623889,-79.0631164]

[43.2623889,-79.0631164]

FALL 2013

BOOKS AND BUILDINGS
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ON WALLS: A NEW VISTOR CENTER FOR OLD FT. NIAGARA

FALL 2013

OLD FORT NIAGARA

YOUNGSTOWN, NY

[43.2623889,-79.0631164]

[43.2623889,-79.0631164]

FALL 2013

ROOF PLAN

WITH BRIAN CARTER

A ROOF THAT HOVERS OVER WALLS

BOOKS AND BUILDINGS
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ON WALLS: A NEW VISTOR CENTER FOR OLD FT. NIAGARA

FALL 2013

UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO

BUFFALO, NY

IN COLLABORATION WITH SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AT UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO LIBRARIES

[42.950921,-78.822686]

[41.4096003,2.1382799]

FALL 2013

A BILLBOARD TO STAND AT THE UNIVERSITY’S MAIN ENTRY, BROADCASTING EXCERPTS
FROM JOYCE’S ULYSSES

WITH BRIAN CARTER

A BROADSIDE FOR THE JAMES’ JOYCE COLLECTION

BOOKS AND BUILDINGS

142
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BROADSIDE

FALL 2013

144

MOMUNMENTAL INVITATIONS: A NEW FACE REPLACES AN OBSOLETE FACADE

WITH BRIAN CARTER

ABBOTT HALL, UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO

BOOKS AND BUILDINGS

BUFFALO, NY

IN COLLABORATION WITH SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AT UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO LIBRARIES

[42.950921,-78.822686]
HISTORICALLY, BROADSIDES WERE LARGE FORMAT POSTERS THAT ANNOUNCED EVENTS,
PROCLAMATIONS, OR PROMOTIONS, AND THEY CAME TO BE A PREFERRED FORMAT FOR
DISSEMINATING POETRY IN THE MID-20TH CENTURY

[41.4096003,2.1382799]

FALL 2013

145

BROADSIDE

FALL 2013

ELEVATION SHOWING PROJECTIONS OF ULYSSES PASSAGES, WHICH CHANGE OVER THE
COURSE OF THE DAY ACCORDING TO THE NOVEL’S DAY-LONG STRUCTURE

THE ZINE FOLDS OUT INTO ITS FULL EXPRESSION

WITH BRIAN CARTER

ABBOTT HALL, UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO

BUFFALO, NY

IN COLLABORATION WITH SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AT UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO LIBRARIES

[42.950921,-78.822686]

REAR PROJECTION, VIEWED FROM SOUTH CAMPUS ENTRANCE

BOOKS AND BUILDINGS
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[41.4096003,2.1382799]

FALL 2013

147

BROADSIDE

SPRING 2012

AMAGANSETT, NY

EAST HAMPTON

Architecture is considered here as a technology of vision,
one which activates a direct relationship between space,
site, and a seeing subject. This house, a riff on Vincent
Scully’s fascination with the American Shingle Style, produces
and is itself composed by fragments of the panorama. Visual
access to the surrounding landscape is heightened at nodal
points, cross-sections of what are essentially enclosed,
spatial sight-lines. Inheriting from a notable Shingle Style
precedent--Bruce Price’s Tuxedo Park Cottage--the location and
orientation of its openings as an initial set of architectural
facts, the new house results as a network of projected
aperatures: space carved out by multiple perforations of
the view. Contrary to 19th century American architecture’s
preoccupation with the picturesque, in which the house is an
object within the landscape, the contemporary picturesque
is employed here as an interior condition. The house is
instead an apparatus through which the landscape is framed, a
compilation of glimpses of its surroundings.

WITH KENNETH MCKAY, AIA

[40.9823202,-72.1678059]

[40.9823202,-72.1678059]

SPRING 2012

THE SHINGLE STYLE TODAY, TODAY
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BRUCE PRICE’S TUXEDO PARK COTTAGE, WINDOWS EXPLODED

149

PERCEPTUAL LANDSCAPES, TECHNOLOGIES OF VISION

SPRING 2012

WITH KENNETH MCKAY, AIA

EAST HAMPTON

AMAGANSETT, NY

[40.9823202,-72.1678059]

[40.9823202,-72.1678059]

SPRING 2012

THE SHINGLE STYLE TODAY, TODAY
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PERCEPTUAL LANDSCAPES, TECHNOLOGIES OF VISION

SPRING 2012

WITH KENNETH MCKAY, AIA

EAST HAMPTON

AMAGANSETT, NY

[40.9823202,-72.1678059]

[40.9823202,-72.1678059]

SPRING 2012

SIGHTLINES AS STRUCTURE

THE SHINGLE STYLE TODAY, TODAY
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VIEWS OUT, FROM WITHIN
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PERCEPTUAL LANDSCAPES, TECHNOLOGIES OF VISION

